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Miller. No cover image.Â Eventually the youths were able to coerce the reluctant passengers into giving up the remaining phones and got off the bus without further incident.
Although we travelled this very same route to Kingston on a regular basis in order to interview government and company officials, this particular evening we had remained in
Portmore. When we heard about the hijacking, its significance for our project was obvious, but became even more so over the course of the next month as it was transformed into
urban legend. Book description: Few modern innovations have spread quite so quickly as the cell phone. This technology has transformed communication throughout the world.
Mobile telecommunications have had a dramatic effect in many regions, but perhaps nowhere more than for low-income populations in countries such as Jamaica, where in the last
few years many people have moved from no phone to cell phone. This book reveals the central role of communication in helping low-income households cope with poverty. The book
traces the impact of the cell phone from personal issues of loneliness and depression to the This book reveals the central role of communication in helping low-income households
cope with poverty. The book traces the impact of the cell phone from personal issues of loneliness and depression to the global concerns of the modern economy and the
transnational family. As the technology of social networking, the cell phone has become central to establishing and maintaining relationships in areas from religion to love. The Cell
Phone presents the first detailed ethnography of the impact of this new technology through the exploration of the cell phone's role in everyday lives. Citation. Heather Horst and Daniel
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